Parkinson's disease: affection of brain stem nuclei controlling premotor and motor neurons of the somatomotor system.
Pathological changes which consistently develop in the lower brain stem of patients suffering from Parkinson's disease are described against the background of the internal organization and interconnections of the involved nuclei, i.e., the gigantocellular reticular nucleus, bulbar raphe nuclei, and coeruleus-subcoeruleus area. Immunoreactions against the presynaptic protein alpha-synuclein reveal not only the voluminous forms of Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites but also the otherwise inconspicuous dot- or thread-like types. These lesions develop solely in specific neuronal types. Lipofuscin- or neuromelanin-laden projection cells which at the same time generate a long, unmyelinated or sparsely myelinated axon are particularly susceptible to developing the changes. The bulbar nuclei under consideration receive strong input from supramedullary sources, above all from higher order centers of the limbic system such as the central amygdalar nucleus, periaqueductal gray, and parabrachial nuclei. In turn, they generate descending projections to premotor and motor neurons of the somatomotor system. The disease-related deterioration of both the supramedullary limbic centers and the bulbar brain stem nuclei reduces the limbic influence and markedly impairs the control of premotor and motor neurons. This functional deficit most probably contributes to the overall dysfunction of the motor system typically evolving in the course of Parkinson's disease.